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Installing fence ends doesn’t have to be a back breaking, labour intensive job. 

With Staytight it isn’t...Here are a few things to consider and compare:

No Welding Required No Drilling Required Fast Installation - 
Bolt Together

Easy Installation - 
Minimal Tools Required

Drive Posts In - 
By Hand or Machine

Concrete Posts In

Light Weight - Compared
to Timber & Concrete

360° Stay Angle - Around 
the Post

Quick, Easy Adjustments - 
Anytime

Long Lasting - Hot Dip Gal & 
Stainless Steel Components

Fire Proof - 
No Plastic or Timber

Termite Proof UV Proof - No Plastic

Won’t Pull Apart - 100% 
Bolted Together

Anti-Bruise Componentry Save Money On Labor Costs 
by Fencing More/Day

For even more considerations and things to compare to alternative fencing 
options, go to page 26-29 for a list of FAQs.

Strong Components -
100% Steel

High Tensile Nuts & Bolts - 
No Thread Stripping



TIMBER POST
ASSEMBLIES

CODE SUITABLE 
POST Ø

WALL       
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL       

THICKNESS LENGTH

PPSK50 <250mm - - 50NB 2.3mm 3250mm

TIMBER (<250MM) POST STAY KITS

Includes: Stay, Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Cable Assembly

Longer than
competitors

TraDITIONAL TIMBER POST FENCe ENDS WITH A TWIST!

Installing a traditional timber post fence end is labour intensive and back 
breaking work...The StayTight timber post system can dramatically reduce 
the effort, but still give you the traditional look.

• To install a steel stay only requires a single chainsaw notch, as opposed 
to a time consuming box mitre for a timber stay. Plus, the disc that caps 
the steel stay off, also prevents the stay pushing through the post. It’s a 
win, win. (pic. 1) 

• The stainless steel tension cable drops straight over timber posts up to 
250mm. Meaning, time consuming drilling through the post is no longer 
required. (pic. 2)



DRIVE-TIGHT 
ASSEMBLIES

CODE POST Ø WALL   
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL   

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSATDT 100NB 4.5mm 2100mm 40NB 2.3mm 3250mm

RSATHDDT “ “ “ 50NB “ “

RSATHDDT2400 “ “ 2400mm 50NB “ “

DRIVE-TIGHT (HAND-DRIVABLE) FENCE END KITS

Includes: Post, Cap, Stay, Anchor Lugs, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly

CODE POST Ø WALL    
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL    

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSK40 - - - 40NB 2.3mm 3250mm

RSK50 - - - 50NB “ “

ADDITIONAL STAY KITS (FOR CORNERS)

Includes: Stay, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly

CODE SUIT LENGTH WEIGHT

DTPD <100NB Post 810mm 21kg

DRIVE-TIGHT POST DRIVER

CODE POST Ø WALL    
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL    

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSPDT 100 100NB 4.5mm 2100mm - - -

RSPDT2400 “ “ 2400mm - - -

DRIVE-TIGHT (HAND-DRIVABLE) POSTS



DRIVE-TIGHT 
ASSEMBLIES

POWER 
OPTIONS:

HAND 
DRIVER

PNEUMATIC 
DRIVER

HYDRAULIC/PTO 
DRIVER

Clip in lugs on 45°angles, allow 
half-length pickets to be driven 
in. This dramatically increases 
ground anchorage. 

The pointed end penetrates 
the ground with ease, meaning 
faster installs and less wear 
and tear on equipment.

It’s a 100NB (114.3 O.D) hot dip 
galvanised pipe with a 4.5mm 
wall thickness and is 2100mm 
(7’) long.  It should be driven in 
to just above the anchor lugs.

The DriveTight hand driver 
measures 810mm and weighs 
21kg. It gives you enough weight 
to drive the post in, without 
being too heavy. 

The 2400mm DriveTight posts have 
2 drivable depth options:
The post can be driven in 1200mm 
(1200mm above ground), or it can be 
driven in 850mm (1550mm above 
ground) for exclusion fences (p12).

Ground
level once
driven-in



ROUND POST
ASSEMBLIES

CODE POST Ø WALL   
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL   

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSAT802.6 80NB 2.6mm 2100mm 40NB 2.3mm 3250mm

RSATHD802.6 “ “ “ 50NB “ “

RSAT3.2 100NB 3.2mm 2100mm 40NB “ “

RSATHD3.2 “ “ “ 50NB “ “

CONCRETE-IN (NON-DRIVABLE) ROUND POST FENCE END KITS

Includes: Post, Cap, Stay, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly

CODE POST Ø WALL    
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL    

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSAT804.0 80NB 4mm 2100mm 40NB 2.3mm 3250mm

RSATHD804.0 “ “ “ 50NB “ “

RSAT4.5 100NB 4.5mm 2400mm 40NB “ “

RSATHD4.5 “ “ “ 50NB “ “

DRIVABLE (HEAVY WALL) ROUND POST FENCE END KITS

Includes: Post, Cap, Stay, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly

CODE POST Ø WALL   
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL   

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSK40 - - - 40NB 2.3mm 3250mm

RSK50 - - - 50NB “ “

ADDITIONAL STAY KITS (FOR CORNERS)

Includes: Stay, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly



EXCLUSION FENCE 
ASSEMBLIES

CODE POST Ø WALL   
THICKNESS LENGTH STAY Ø WALL   

THICKNESS LENGTH

RSATHDDT2400 100NB 4.5mm 2400mm 50NB 2.3mm 3250mm

EXCLUSION FENCE DRIVE-TIGHT FENCE END KIT

Includes: Post, Cap, Anchor Lugs, Stay, Post & Stay Connector, Footplate, & Tension Assembly

THE PENETRATOR...

The 2400mm long posts 
allow you to have 1550mm 
out of the ground and 
850mm in. Combined 
with the anchor lugs and 
half length pickets they’re 
suitable for a 1500mm high 
exclusion fences.

Pages 6-9 have more information on the Drive Tight posts.



FITTING KITS

Provides twice the 
thread grip and 
allows for easier 
tightening due to the 
increased surface 
area.

10m
m

 StaInless Steel Cable

If you have your own pipe, the Fitting Kits are just what you need...All the components, 
without any of the pipe.

Quickly and easily tighten the tension 
cable. The socket is 410mm long 
allowing the threaded rod to travel 
up the inside without bottoming 
out. It suits a 1/2” drill/ratchet drive.

CODE SUITABLE POST Ø SUITABLE STAY Ø WALL THICKNESS

SSFK8040 80NB 40NB 2.3mm

SSFK8040M “ 40NB Medium 3.2mm

SSFK8050 “ 50NB 2.3mm

SSFK10040 100NB 40NB 2.3mm

SSFK10040M “ 40NB Medium 3.2mm

SSFK10050 “ 50NB 2.3mm

SSFK15050 150NB 50NB 2.3mm

STEEL POST FITTING KITS

Includes: 5 x Post & Stay connectors, 5 x Post Caps, 5 x Tension Cables, and 5 x Footplates.

Optional Slipknot - If adding tension cable to an existing fence with wire, or if 
the the cable needs shortening slightly to work on different gradients.

CODE SUITABLE POST Ø SUITABLE STAY Ø WALL THICKNESS

SSFKPP <250mm 50NB 2.3mm

TIMBER POST FITTING KITS

Includes: 5 x Stay connectors, 5 x Tension Cables, and 5 x Footplates.



TWIST-TIGHT
CONNECTORS

High tensile 8.8 grade nut and 
bolt for strength and to eliminate 
thread stripping.

CODE SUITABLE 
POST Ø

SUITABLE
STAY Ø

REQUIRED
WALL THICKNESS

PSC8040 80NB 40NB 2.3mm

PSC8040M “ 40NB Medium 3.2mm

PSC8050 “ 50NB 2.3mm

PSC10040 100NB 40NB 2.3mm

PSC10040M “ 40NB Medium 3.2mm

PSC10050 “ 50NB 2.3mm

PSC15040 150NB 40NB 2.3mm

PSC15040M “ 40NB Medium 3.2mm

PSC15050 “ 50NB 2.3mm

STRONG
The Twist-Tight post and stay connectors have been designed specifically for 
the demands of farm fences, not lighter duty applications like security fences. 

A high tensile (8.8) M12 bolt secures the tongue and clamp onto the post. A 
bolt is secure, unlike a pre-drilled hole. 

The 6mm thick tongue goes 125mm down inside the stay, this significantly 
increases the strength and effectiveness.

ADJUSTABLE
The Twist-Tight clamp allows for adjustment at any time, unlike alternative 
options, where the stay has been welded or inserted into pre-drilled holes.

- Obvious Olly.



HINGE SETS & 
LATCHES We stock a large (the largest) range of hinges and latches to suit; steel, 

timber, and concrete posts.

The most important consideration you need to make is what style of 
hinge and latch you are going to pick for your gateway.

Below are a few pros of each style to concider:

We realise that every fence is unique; There’s a mix of steel posts and timber 

posts, there’s big gates and small gates, there’s single, double, and triple gate 

set-ups, and some paddocks are used differently or more frequently than 

others.

Every gateway is unique, but the gate kits on the shelf aren’t...

So, what do you do?

1. Accept what you get in the gate kit pack and live with the frustration?

2. Buy an additional latch or hinge and then discard what you don’t need?

3. Take it back to the shed and modify it, so it suits your application?

Wouldn’t it be nice if you could pick a hinge and then a latch to suit your unique 

application, instead of having to buy a generic pre-packaged gate kit? 

Well, now you can with “THE HINGE ‘N’ LATCH PICKR”. We’re packaging the 

hinges and latches separately, not together in gate kits.

You get exactly what you need, and your local store gets to offer all the possible 

options whilst actually carrying less stock. 

For example; with 5 hinges and 5 latches you can build 25 different kits.

It’s a win-win.



Patent Protected

HINGE SETS & 
LATCHES

FG6 - Steel Post

FG3 - Timber Post

FG4 - Timber Post

FG9 - Concrete Post

FG10 - Steel Post

BTCL500 - Concrete Post

KL350 - Timber Post

SCLK350 - Steel Post

SORL350 - Steel Post

BPL500 - Steel/Timber Post



THE INS & OUTS 
OF PIPE
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NOMINAL BORE SECTION
(Pipe Colour) WALL THICKNESS INSIDE Ø (I .D) OUTSIDE Ø (O.D) 

40NB
Extra Light 2 .3mm 43.7mm

48.3mm
Medium 3.2mm 41.9mm

50NB Extra Light 2 .3mm 55.7mm 60.3mm

STAYS

STRAINER POSTS

NOMINAL BORE SECTION
(Pipe Colour) WALL THICKNESS INSIDE Ø (I .D) OUTSIDE Ø (O.D) 

80NB
Extra Light 2 .6mm 83.7mm

88.9mm
Medium 4mm - Drivable 80.9mm

100NB
Extra Light 3.2mm 107.9mm

114.3mm
Medium 4.5mm - Drivable 105.3mm

WHAT IS NOMINAL BORE (NB)?
The bore is the hollow section of the pipe. Nominal refers to the approximate 

measurement of the bore.

There are regulations that govern the outside diameter (O.D) of pipe. So, to 

allow for different wall thicknesses the inside diameter (I.D) of the pipe has to 

vary. The outside doesn’t change, the inside does...nominal bore.

Pipe was originally measured in inches. 100NB pipe works out to be exactly 

4.5 inches (4.5(inches) x 25.4(mm/inch) = 114.3mm). That’s why the O.D can’t 

be simple number like 100mm.



Patent Protected

HOW TO BUY

Search for Rotech Rural on the net and then head to our website...
rotechrural.com.au

Browse our range of high qulaity, innovative rural fencing hardware.

Search our easy to use map, to find your local stockist. Simply enter 
your location, or press “Get My Position” and it will auto populate the 

map with everyone in your area that stocks our product...

Get in contact with us. We’ll do whatever we can to help you out.



FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

4) HOW IMPORTANT IS THE DIAMETER OF THE POST?
It isn‘t (within reason). A common belief is that the greater the diameter, 
the greater hold it will have in the ground. 

However, the depth of the post and the way it’s installed are far more 
important. 

5) WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO INSTALL A STRAINER POST?
Driving them in. It causes the least disturbance to the soil. 

A steel strainer (80NB or 100NB) driven in, will out-perform a much 
larger timber post that has been dropped in a hole and then 
tampered in. 

Driven posts have a greater holding capacity and are far less affected 
by vertical and horizontal movement.

6) WHY USE A DIAGONAL STEEL STAY ASSEMBLY?
Because they‘re the easiest, quickest and the strongest assemblies you
can install. They‘re also fully adjustable...

7) WHERE ARE END ASSEMBLIES REQUIRED?
The requirement for an end assembly is dictated by a change in the 
direction of the fence, the topography of the land, or for a gateway.

8) WHY ARE STRAINER POSTS SO IMPORTANT?
If they fail, then the whole fence fails. The strainer post is subject to 
vertical and horizontal forces. It’s critical that they’re installed correctly. 

The deeper the post is set, the greater its load capacity. A post set at 
1m (42“) has about double the capacity of one set at 750mm (30“).

1) WHY DO FENCES FAIL?
The three top reasons a fence can fail are; structural failure, soil movement and post pull-out. Structural failure can occur if inferior materials have been used or if the end assembly has been designed/built incorrectly. 

Some soil doesn‘t have the strength to support the load of a fence; this can often be fixed by installing longer posts. If a post pulls out, it is most likely due to; the post not being set deep enough or the stay 
not being long enough. 

2) WHAT’S THE BIGGEST FENCING OVERSIGHT?
Time. When fencing is required, various systems get priced up. Often, the option chosen is the one with the smallest initial outlay (timber assemblies and welded steel assemblies). 

‘Initial’ - yes, because the option that was more expensive in materials all of a sudden becomes the better option.

Why? Because it takes less than a ¼ of the time to install bolt-on assemblies. There‘s huge cost savings in labor, far outweighing the purchase price.

3) WHY DO STRAINER POSTS MOVE?
Imagine trying to winch-out a bogged ute off a star picket...the picket would be pulled straight out. The same applies to your strainer post,if the pull of the wire exceeds the pull/anchorage of the ground, the post moves. 

This can be prevented by using diagonal stay kits.



FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS 12) DO I REALLY NEED A TENSION CABLE?

Yes, the tension cable transfers that weight to the base of the strainer 
post (where it’s needed most). 

Without the tension cable, the weight of the fence ends up on the 
footplate.  

The cable reduces the chance of the post lifting out of the ground. 
Plus, with all that weight taken off the footplate, it’s very unlikely to sink.

13) WHY USE A “FLOATING” FOOTPLATE?
There is no way of stopping ground movement, it’s out of our control. 

The only thing that should be fixed is the strainer post. Everything 
else should be allowed to move with the changing conditions that 
the fence is put through. 

It‘s a “floating” footplate because it stays on top of the ground, un-
pinned. 

Pinning the footplate down, burying it, or restricting its movement 
defeats its purpose and is just asking for trouble. All the weight of the 
fence will end up on the footplate, exactly where you don‘t want it. 

A stay set into the ground (even with a backing plate) will fail over 
time, causing the whole fence to fail. 

Another advantage is that floating footplates don‘t require any 
digging to install. 

So, not only is it a superior to other footplates, it‘s also a real time and 
back saver.

9) WHAT LENGTH SHOULD MY STAY BE?
The stay plays a critical part in the holding power of the assembly. As a general rule of thumb, your stay should be at least 2½ times the height of your fence. So if your fence is 1.2m high, then your stay 
needs to be at least (the longer the better) 3m long. 1.2m x 2.5 = 3m.

10) HOW FAR UP THE POST SHOULD MY STAY BE?
¾ of the way up the post, from ground level. If your post is 1.2m above ground level, then the best position would be at 900mm. 1.2(m) x .75 (¾) = .9m (900mm). With the StayTight system, there is no fixed height on the post, giving you full control...

If the angle of the stay is too flat or too steep, then it can act as a fulcrum and increase the vertical movement of the post - Which isn’t something you want.

11) WHY DO I NEED ADJUSTMENT?
Within 24 hours of a fence being erected, it starts losing tension and continues to do so over its lifespan. With adjustment, you can respond to changes in the fence line before they become a problem.  

STAYTIGHT assemblies give you control of the adjustment via the tension cable and the post and stay connectors. This is not possible with traditional timber assemblies, a steel assembly that’s been welded or any assembly that has its stay buried in the ground. 

A fence line that is cared for will give you years and years of service, so it makes sense for you to have control of it rather than letting nature 
dictate it completely. 



TESTIMONIALS

Used the Drive-Tight Assemblies. I’m 80 years old and did it all myself. Looks 

great, you have a good product!

NOEL GREEN - DENILIQUIN, NSW

Good, solid products. Easy to use.

DARRYL HAUSLER - EUROA, VIC

I was a first timer to rural fencing, and when I came across your products at 

the local rural supplies, I had to give it a go. I have to admit your products are 

the easiest to use and the range of bolt-on (non-welding) items make it easy 

when power is not available. Pricing is also competitive with the Twist-Tight 

being the cheapest option for non-welding stay assemblies. After using this 

product, I don’t think I could go back to welding. Saves me time and effort.

Anthony - Murrumbateman, NSW

Great easy kits to use! I had the strainer & stay up in 20 minutes won’t look 

back to timber again!!!

SImon - Scone, NSW

Great product. We use on all gates. Our own and all our clients.

JOnATHAN TOFTS - TERIP TERIP, VIC

Strainers were very easy to drive. 3 years, no issues so far. Stays are quick to put in.

BILL WILLIAMS - GLOUCESTER, NSW

The best product on the market by far!

STEEVE CROUCHER - DEEPWATER, NSW




